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This book is based on the study of the traditional Chinese philosophy, and explores the relationship between philosophy and people’s fate. The book points out that heaven is an eternal topic in Chinese
philosophy. The concept of heaven contains religious implications and reflects the principles the Chinese people believed in and by which they govern their lives. The traditional Chinese philosophy of fate is
conceptualized into the "unification of Heaven and man". Different interpretations of the inter-relationships between Heaven, man and their unification mark different schools of the traditional Chinese
philosophy. This book identifies 14 different schools of theories in this regard. And by analyzing these schools and theories, it summarizes the basic characteristics of traditional Chinese philosophy, compares
the Chinese philosophy of fate with the Western one, and discusses the relationship between philosophy and man’s fate.
This historic collection of all of Sri Chinmoy’s university lectures in eBook form has been released to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Sri Chinmoy’s arrival in the West on 13 April 1964. Sri Chinmoy’s
very first university lecture was given at the University of the West Indies in Kingston, Jamaica, on 10 January 1968. It was entitled “Spirituality: What It Is and What It Is Not.” This inaugurated a whole era of
talks which saw Sri Chinmoy travelling ceaselessly across the length and breadth of America and around the world to address the youth of each country. He would spend countless hours travelling by car or
train to reach far- flung universities, sometimes visiting two or even three in the course of a single day. After many of these sublimely inspiring discourses, he would answer questions from the audience or
spend time instructing sincere seekers in the age-old practices of concentration, meditation and contemplation. By the mid-seventies, Sri Chinmoy had spoken volumes and he began to include longer and
longer periods of silent meditation in his lectures. Then, in 1984, in a significant departure from the spoken word, he introduced the theme of Peace Concerts. At these concerts, Sri Chinmoy would play his
own soulful and devotional compositions on a variety of instruments of both Eastern and Western origin, meditating between each instrument and sometimes giving aphorisms on peace and related themes.
In 2003 yet another form of Sri Chinmoy’s self-offering unfolded when he travelled to a number of universities to honour distinguished professors for their significant contributions to the betterment of
humanity by physically lifting them overhead. This remarkable endeavour was part of his “Lifting Up the World With a Oneness-Heart” award programme. Thus, through words, silence, music and a
combination of physical and spiritual upliftment, Sri Chinmoy has shared his profound spiritual message with the aspiring Truth- seekers and God-lovers of the university-world for four decades. Sri Chinmoy’s
words are mantras for the modern age, reverberating in our hearts with their timeless and truly life-transforming wisdom. In his exquisite prose, which is suffused with the very breath and cadence of poetry,
Sri Chinmoy has revealed all the many stages of the seeker’s journey towards the Golden Shores of the ever-transcending Beyond. For generations to come these three volumes will awaken the inner
mounting cry of seekers everywhere to achieve the highest Goal of Yoga—union with God—in this life.
Surrender the SeaRansom Press International
God is writing a story about himself through your life, and you are the heroine of his story. He created you to live out his purpose. What does the heart of his heroine look like? How does she think? What does
she value? How does she trust God? How does she face life? In a time when many women are confused about how to navigate the Christian walk in our culture, the reader learns how to understand herself
and how she came to believe what she does. Through biblical truths and sharing her own experiences with sincerity and transparency, the author helps the reader to make the connection between knowing
her own mind and heart and understanding how God wants to work in her life to connect her heart to his. This leads to victory in her struggles, hope for her future, and a deeper walk with Christ.
Acclaimed author M. L. Tyndall begins a riveting new romantic adventure series set against the rich backdrop of the War of 1812.
A possible career-ending injury has Miami-based baseball player Carlos Bradley retreating from the world. He's hired a designer to restore his secluded tropical mansion, and the designer, Virginia Andersen,
can't believe her new employer is a baseball legend. When he insists she move in during the renovations, Virginia soon finds herself sharing his bed. Is she ready to overcome her doubts to fight for a future
with the man of her dreams?
Relive the rich history of the War of 1812 through the eyes of Marianne Denton and Noah Brenin, who both long to please their families but neither one wishes to marry the other. Noah is determined to get
his cargo to England before war breaks out, and Marianne is equally determined to have a wedding so that her inheritance can be unlocked and her destitute family saved. When their stubborn games get
them captured by a British warship, can they escape and bring liberty to their country—and growing love?
For seekers of truth, Al Zaabi is a wise and intrepid guide through the wilderness of the self. In plainspoken and heartfelt language, she shine light on the spiritual path and reveals the beauty and necessity of
surrender, which has for too long been misunderstanding in the west. -Krista Bremer, author of A Tender Struggle What would it be like to reach the end of your life feeling satisfied that you have lived fully
and joyously? How would your life change if you moved through each day with a sense of meaning and purpose? What would it be life to feel whole, supported, and deeply connected to the world around
you? The Art of Surrender offers a blueprint for true peace and authentic living. Whether you are taking the first steps on your spiritual journey or have long traveled such a path, this book will transform your
relationship with yourself, the Divine, and the world around you. You’ll learn the deepest needs of your soul and discover how to meet them. You’ll be guided through the four stages of the spiritual journey:
finding Source, knowing Source, aligning with Source, and surrendering to Source. You’ll master the delightful art of spiritual inquiry, investigating ideas for yourself and incorporating only those truths that
resonate deeply. Drawing on her Muslim heritage and her wise and careful exploration of a variety of spiritual traditions, Eiman Al Zaabi shows how the soul’s journey can lead us to the ultimate state of
fulfillment and joy: surrender.
Lewis Thompson (1909–1949) was primarily a poet, a man of letters influenced by Eastern spiritualism and the poets Rimbaud and Rilke. As Richard Lannoy, the editor of Fathomless Heart, writes,
Thompson, who rejected traditional literature after experiencing a spiritual crisis as a teenager, wrote “solely as a form of spiritual exercise the most sparse and urgent communication conceivable.” Later in
life he wandered alone in India for many years. This book is the culmination of his life and writing. Fathomless Heart is Thompson’s view on how to live a spiritual and truthful life—how to awaken to full
consciousness. Meant to be sampled for insights into topics that matter most to the reader, the book is divided into sections on universal subjects such as Truthfulness, Ignorance, Sexuality, Beauty, and
Idleness. Novelist Somerset Maugham met Thompson at an Indian ashram and incorporated him into the character of Larry, the hero of the novel The Razor’s Edge, which popularized the archetypal
westerner pursuing spirituality in the East. In reality, Thompson directed his unique powers of concentration toward exploration of mental awareness rather than on the accumulation of knowledge about exotic
spiritual techniques—an awareness that manifests throughout this useful and inspiring book.
This Book Is A Compilation Of Bhagawan Sri Sathya Sai Baba's Significant Statements On Individual Subjects. More Than 1100 Such Subjects Have Been Identified And The Definitive Statements Of Sri
Sathya Sai Baba Are Quoted With Relevant Documentation Of Their Sources. The Special Merit Of The Compilation Is That Recently Published Statements Are Preferred. The Subjects Are Presented In
Alphabetical Order To Facilitate Easy Reference. A Sanskrittoenglish Glossary Is Also Appended. This Is An Invaluable Resource Book Of Baba'S Teachings Placed At The Service Of The Students,
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Teachers, Research Scholars, Study Groups And Casual Readers.
“The Inner Voice of the Heart” is a collection of poems written during late 2008 through mid-2012. Each of them resulted from personal thoughts and experiences and from reading God’s Word. Before
writing down these words I processed them through my heart to be blessed by the Holy Spirit. Listening to the inner voice of the heart opens up the Truth of being. It takes practice, patience and faith to hear
and understand as the Holy Spirit responds, conveys and directs the Truth through the magic of the heart. My hope is that each reader will use these poems as a guide and a catalyst to gain insight into the
power and love of the Holy Spirit, who was sent as a Comforter by the love and grace of Jesus Christ.
Surrender - a gift of transformation is an energetically uplifting source of nourishment for one's soul - the source of all inspiration! It both disturbs and nurtures, without scarring. It lifts the Veil of Forgetfulness
when one presents themselves to its unique process of sublimination. The book is not conventionally written and empowers the reader to trust ever more their inner guidance, to go within and to seek truth for
themselves from the Source of All That Is. It is a journey of discovery. It is a personal experience - most suredly an Invitation to Life! Encased in its pages Surrender - a gift of transformation procures for you,
the reader, a note of nostalgia and a pleasantness that is heartfelt. There is a knowing that you experience, or a connectiveness that you feel, through the transmission of light given by the primordial wisdoms
intertwined in the commonality of text. Words, in and of themselves, are meaningless, unless you the reader envelope the umbrella of understanding in the plethora of images conjured up by the phraseology,
so eloquently labouring on each page or Chapter of Truth. To assist you in this endeavour are a myriad of cosmic vibrations intertwined into thoughtful and simple mandalas, posited to arrest your inquisitive
mind, so that Beauty reigns supreme. It is from this standpoint of Beauty that one endures and trusts the process of their own Becoming. Your life, your soul, pulsates the unabridgement needed to forest
through the quagmire of recesses within your dark soul. It is through foraging through these morsels that one encounters the light behind the truth that has so ravenously been shed on your behalf. Surrender
- a gift of transformation gives you an opportunity to experience the sublime within you, to know the passion that fuels the enigma that disturbs you - the very reason that you now gaze upon this page. What
has led you here, is that which you begin to engage with, more consciously, through the channel of Surrender - a gift of transformation. Open your heart and feel the essence of your soul that bequests your
ephermeral focus to rise into that state of consciousness of being fully Human.
Keep thy heart with all diligence for out of it are the issues of life. Proverbs 4:23The heart is the core of who you are as a person. Your heart is, essentially, you. The heart is the place where you have your
will, your attitude and intentions, and which is the source of your thoughts, actions, and words. With your heart, you choose between good and evil. Your conscience sends out a message of whether
something is right or wrong, and your heart is what drives you to choose. Biologically and spiritually, the heart is the center of life. If the devil can control your heart, then he will control your destiny. If Satan
cannot control your heart, then your destiny remains untouchable. If God must answer your prayer it must start from your heart. Your heart must be a clean heart. The issue of the heart is very important, it
blocks prayer answer; you are the one praying and canceling your prayer. No wonder David said "Create in me a clean heart.'' A new clean heart is needed for you to work in the realm of signs and wonders.
That is why it is very important we surrender our hearts to God. The Bible states that God created us in His own image. This means we must think the way God thinks. We must have God's wisdom and
understanding in our lives. Every unclean thing in your heart will hinder your prayer.
Suppose you could ask your most intimate questions and suddenly be able to tap into the all-encompassing, all-knowing, ever pervading essence of life to provide you clear and unequivocal answers. How far
would you go in order to obtain those answers? In The Surrender, author Heyma Santiago takes the reader on a mystical journey that quickly unravels as she describes how she learns to develop and trust
her internal guidance. In her personal quest for inner peace, Heyma shares an enticing tale of self-discovery that leads her to follow the messages in her dreams which lead her to experience the mysterious
medicine plant, Ayahuasca. In the quest to understand herself and women's role in 21st Century America, Heyma discloses an extraordinary story that portrays the reality which brings us to the experience of
the hidden things revealed to us within the questions asked from the soul. Her journey combines enticing and deeply felt experiences that are an eternal testament of the transformational power our dreams
can have on our lives and what can happen when one has the desire to listen and follow the heart.What Heyma discovers will astound you. What you will gain is the confidence to ask, much like her, to
receive your own experience of the Divine and create conscious change that will manifest a plentiful and peaceful life.
I invite you to journey deep within, to where your soul finds harmony with its Creator, to that sacred place where true communion speaks to you through the same eternal vibration that creates the universe –
that sacred place where the flame of spirit resonates in union with the vibration of your soul. Flowing within the memory of each of us is the knowledge of life, carried within the vibration of our soul as Infinite
Presence. This natural frequency is awakened as you commune with the Heart of God through all of your senses – mind, body and spirit. It is in this place of pure communion that your soul becomes the
vibration of light. This precious vibrational light takes you home to the silence between life’s ebb and flow and supports you in becoming the spark of life that joins spirit and matter into wholeness, beauty and
wisdom. In this form of consciousness, there is nothing to let go of and nothing to process; you need only resonate with Infinite Presence and hold all aspects of your life as necessary ingredients to awaken
your inherent wholeness. Go gently on your journey through the seven chakras into the Sacred Realms of Creation, and know that you are the pulse of life, living in the Heart of God. You are the radiant light
that dances through the tree tops and you are the depth that embraces all the ethereal realms. You are the breath of life and you are the echo in the ancient and the vastness of the endless sky.
Under The Mango Tree: A Spiritual Way of Living Merry is a ground breaking new book which begins by having the reader be introduced to the "Self." Readers will discover and learn how to tell the difference
between the "Ego- Self" and the True " Spirit Self." Under The Mango Tree teaches from a holistic perspective- which means it shows readers the connection between the mind, body, and spirit, as well as the
emotional aspect. Readers will discover how to align these aspects in order to bring harmony, peace, and merry living! Discover the importance of balancing the Masculine and Feminine energy within, in
order to improve relationships, and gain better communication. Readers are invited to interact and take steps towards their own healing and wellness through the highly effective activities & exercises in the
book. The Book also discusses Universal Spiritual Laws and Principles in an easy to understand way- In other words the book provides practical applications of Living the Laws by being good to your "self"
first and living a merry life. Readers will also discover interesting lessons about Prosperity and Abundance, The importance of Gratitude, Attitude, and the Mystery of the "Faith Walk." For true spiritual
awareness this is the "One-Stop Book"!!!

Keep Thy Heart with all diligence; for out of it are the issues of life (Prov 4:23) There are physical and spiritual sickness that plague men day and night. Many minds are sick. This book is
targeted at bringing deliverance to the mind. Do you find that your mind is uncontrollably filled and manipulated by lust, anger, rejection, evil fantasies, confusion, torment, oppression,
dejection, frustration, pollution, etc. Grab a copy of this book and your life will no longer remain the same.
This book is written to empower you to face every battle that comes your way. With this book the Lord will put his armor upon you and destroy the fiery darts of the enemy. There are seven
principal pillars of Satan you need to pull down before success and salvation can be erected in your destiny. This book addresses them all. They comprise pride, lack of knowledge, anger, and
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lack of faith; prayerlessness, self-affliction and pursuit of vanity. You are not expected to plant good seeds of life and reap little or nothing. You are created a unique person and; to achieve
unique reward. You are the salt of the world. This book will provoke you to action and win every battle of life. You are to crack every concrete situation in your life so that your destiny may
thrive. The seven pillars are dangerous to humanity. They swallow effects of prayer. The wicked do this intentionally by placing load of distractions in your hands. They do it with smiles but
with wickedness in their heart. Satan is smart! He places load of distraction in our hands and turn it to pillars designed to swallow our destiny. Distraction takes priority in our life over the
glorious presence of God so that we lose appetite for God and receive no vision or revelation. We must checkmate the wickedness of the enemy. It is for this reason this violent spiritual book
loaded with spiritual missile bullets is written. This book will silence and break to pieces these evil pillars. There are battles seeking your daily tears and ready to bury your destiny. They are
spiritual pillars that say; “if I am not lifted, you can’t be lifted”. They are there pressing you down, boasting you can’t go. They are happy to press you down. They are spiritual vultures
assigned in the spirit to announce your obituary. At this point; call on angels of war to come to your aide and fight the battle. You need drastic, violent and no nonsense spiritual powers to
destroy the evil pillars. Your cry to God won’t have effect if you are not prayerful and know what to do. This book gives good counsel to go about it. This book is wonderfully packaged with
violent prayers vomited by Holy Spirit. Arise and pray. Now is the time every witch and wizard, and every form of evil power that surrounds you should surrender. Above all, this book will give
you access to the following as you count success over the seven pillars of darkness. You shall be set free from the grip of the enemy. The powers of your father’s house shall bow. Losses
shall seize in your life. Your destiny shall experience spiritual fertility and growth. Pillars of darkness assigned against you shall break to pieces and expire. The glory of the Lord shall locate
you and your eagle shall fly high. Helpers shall arise for your sake and locate you. Every dark battle against you shall bow and scatter. Every dark arrow of limitation, untimely death, bad
health, poverty and whatever shall backfire to the sender. Every dark pillar troubling you in order to swallow your destiny and keep you in perpetual cry and agony shall be pulled down by fire.
The battle is won. Pick your copy and buy for others. Your joy is borderless and super! Congratulations and praise the Lord! KEYWORDS: Build faith as mustard seed, O Lord fill me with
knowledge and undestanding, Affliction shall not arise in my life, I shall not pursue vanity, I break down pillar of anger, Overcoming spirit of prayerlessness, Speak woe to spirit of pride
You can experience the wonder and power of the Sevenfold Spirit of God. Discover how the seven functions of the Holy Spirit are the foundation for a more intimate walk with God-and a more
exciting and rewarding life. Allow Him to release in your life: Wisdom. Understanding. Counsel. Might. Knowledge. The Fear of the Lord.
THIS BOOK is based on the dialogue between the Shulamite Maiden and the Bridegroom in the Song of Solomon and is written as a devotional book with a verse-by-verse dialogue of the
writer's conversations with God. The author invites you to peer into her intimate dialogues with God, and as you do so, you may find yourself opening your heart to receive what God is saying
to you. Then, when you turn the Scripture into personal prayer, recording in your own journal the secret longings and prayers of your heart as well as the things that God says to you, you may
find to your amazement that God is "crazy in love with you" and passionately pursuing you as a lover of God. Embracing the love of the Bridegroom for yourself, you discover the joy of
embarking on your own enjoyable journey to the high places of intimacy with God, your love relationship with God ignited into passionate desire for His presence!
Charles Slagle promises in this book to provide a glimple into God's heart, his nature and ways. His literary device is the letter, letters written by God to his beloved children and filled with
counsel, encouragement, affection, and sometimes reproof.
Step into a breathtaking novel of adventure and romance set amid the War of 1812. During an assault by an enemy sailor, timid farm girl Rose McGuire is saved by the least likely of heroes—a
British Naval Lieutenant. Now that he’s wounded, she’ll have to heal as well as hide him. Alex Reed is being aided and abetted by his enemy—albeit an innocent and attractive one. But he
might be doing Rose more harm than good if his presence on her farm is discovered. As their love blooms, trouble looms. Will this couple survive another British invasion?
The Masters said that we are dreaming; we are not awake. I could not believe it. I eventually realized that they were right. We live like machines, going through our lives without any purpose or
enjoyment. Even if you do not have the time to read this entire book, spend some minutes to go through the list of meditations and exercises. They might change your life or somebody else’s.
They might awaken something in you; something that has been forgotten for a very long time. Do not be afraid. It is a risk worth taking.
In all of life there are always questions about the God we Christians serve and love. Sovereignty, suffering and surrender will challenge your heart to trust God to a greater faith than ever
before. In this book you will find everyday Christians who struggle with unanswered questions about their walk with God. This book will take you on a journey into the depths of your heart to
explore the three great themes of the Bible. The stories are real and also will cause you to relate to the person who like all of us question God. With prayer and an open heart you will, I trust
find this book bringing you back to your Creator who indeed does all things well. Be ready to be challenged, but be more ready to be changed and brought back to His arms. To Him be all the
glory and honor and praise. JOHN CASTILLEJA John has been in Christ's service for 37 years and a teacher to the Body of Christ. John graduated from Christian International Bible College.
Pastoral experience and part time teacher in a Christian school. Great love for the Word of God. A preacher called by God at an early age and kept by His mercy to serve his Savior.
REBEKAH G. RAMOS Rebekah has been in Christian service for over 24 years. She is anointed as a worship leader to the body of Christ. Rebekah is a woman of great dedication to God's
people as well as the lost. With a caring and gracious heart she has a kindness and tenderness for others and an inspiration to all that see her Christ-like attributes. She has a dedication and
sincerity to her Lord and Savior as well as her mom Socorro M. Gonzalez, her son Mark, and her daughter Jacinda.

The 40-Day Surrender Fast for Kids is designed to bring the hearts of children back to God. Through engaging text and and thought-provoking questions your children will come
to know, love, and trust God. They will learn that nothing stands in the way of them fulfilling their God-given call and destiny. Forth days and a surrendered heart will change their
lives!
Surrendering her touch could be fatal; will she chose her own life over the lives of her enemies? When a shocking truth uncovers secrets from her past, Summer is faced with life
or death situations. Should she accept what has been revealed and give of her healing power to the very dragon shapeshifters who destroyed her family or should she run as fast
and as far as she can? What about the too-sexy-for-his-own-good dragon shifter who has stolen her heart and soul--the very man who will not let her say 'No' to her deadly
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destiny? If she surrenders, will she lose more than just her heart and soul? Will the shifter she loves stand by and let her sacrifice everything?
This is a book written to change destiny of people. It is a warfare prayer book that portrays you as a covenant child of God that must rise and shine. The peculiarity in you to
prosper in faith, prosperity and to excel in life is well enshrined in this book. This book ensures you pray into breakthrough and joy. The book breaks down your anatomy in
prayer, build you in Christ and strengthen your relationship with God. You may be a prayer warrior, praying with this book will add fire to your prayer altar. The prayer in this book
is Holy Spirit vomited that will change your destiny. The prayers are well arranged by the spirit and are biblical. They go straight to address the battles you face in Christian race
and solution to it. At the end, enemies that rise against you shall surrender. It is by prayer this can be achieved, this is the reason this book is titled, “Prayer that makes enemy
surrender” This book shall establish your relationship with God, cover your nakedness and ensure you recover all you lost to Satan in the past. No matter how draconian
enemies may be, they will lose and be powerless over your situation. The God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob shall arise in gap for you. No power of darkness shall have a say
any more in your situation. The battle is half won as you read and pray with this book. It is time to give thanks to God more than before. You can only do it if your enemies
surrender. This is the book you need most to achieve this. Endeavor you pick this book and sail through the battle of life. Pick it and match on as a champion. KEYWORDS:
prayer devotional book, our daily prayer guide, prayer devotional for women, power of prayer bible study, prayer types, prayer tim keller, prayer for deliverance from enemies
NOTE TO READER This is a reprint of Surrender the Heart, published in 2010 4 Stars! A new historical series, Surrender to Destiny, centers around the War of 1812. Tyndall
brings new life to the old story of finding romance during war. Her characters are courageous, smart and believe in what they are fighting for. --Patsy Glans RT Book Reviews
2010-08-11 A young mistrustful lady, desperate to save her family A man, burdened by guilt, desperate to please his Both caught in the brink of a war that could change the
course of history forever On the brink of the War of 1812, Marianne Denton must marry to unlock her inheritance. Without the money, her mother can't receive medical care and
her sister will be destitute. But Noah Brenin needs to sail his cargo to England before the war commences in order to prove his worth to his father and make enough money so he
won't have to marry at all. But when Noah walks out on their engagement party, Marianne chases him down and ends up on his merchantman out at sea. The situation worsens
when Noah's ship encounters a British man-of-war and the couple is impressed into the British navy. While a young lad's prophecy of destiny looms over them both, Marianne
and Noah are forced to face their darkest fears as they desperately try to find a way to escape and fulfill their destinies-destinies that could change the course of the war and
history forever.
When I became a Christian, I felt very close to my heavenly Father. We had an intense relationship. I hungered for His Word, spending many hours each day devouring the
Scriptures. My desire was to know Him better. When it came to service, I wasn't sure where I belonged within the family of God. I wanted to serve, but I didn't know how He would
use me. I volunteered at church but didn't feel as though I was doing enough. I continued to do what I could and waited to discover God's plan for me. Several years later, during
my college years, God called me to serve Him. There was no doubt in my mind. I finally knew where I belonged. I dove right in, practicing my gift, and became fairly good at it.
Then, I began listening to people instead of God. His perfect plan for me didn't make sense from a worldly perspective. To follow His plan would take faith, and mine was
dwindling. I began to think I could handle everything by myself. My eyes didn't look to God for guidance anymore. The trust I had in Him faded. I tried to control my own destiny. It
reached a point where I felt very far away from God. I didn't like that feeling. I wanted to be close again. As I prayed and read His Word, God showed me the significance of 40
days. He revealed things in His Word that lead me to take 40 days to surrender my will and trust in His plan once more. I had been heading in the wrong direction but when I
gave Him control, He literally and miraculously turned me around. He changed my life! As you read my story, I pray that you will be inspired to take 40 days to seek God's will for
your life and allow Him to take control. Your life will never be the same.
"During her 70-year ministry the author spoke, through her pen, to young people, to church members, and to the world in the The Youth's Instructor, the Review and Herald, and
The Signs of the Times. Selections for this book have been drawn from these three periodicals as well as from her books and previously unpublished manuscripts and
letters"--Foreword.
Teaches the hundreds of thousands of Americans who go on retreat each year how to approach the varied experiences of the spiritual path--desire, pain, fear, visions, and
more--and incorporate the fruits of retreat practice into everyday life. "Meditation has rarely been explained so clearly and so richly."--Values & Visions.
The child he didn't know he had . . . Andrew Yates has come to a decision: it's time to stop sowing those oats and start a family. But searching for a bride isn't as simple as he'd
hoped, and many of the respectable women of his acquaintance feel . . . lacking. Then beautiful, feisty Wilhelmina "Billie" Wells arrives at the family ranch with a toddler in her
arms, claiming Drew is the father! The woman he didn't know he loved . . . Billie had no choice but to show up at Destiny in search of Drew. For the sake of their child, she's
willing to leave him with his father so the boy can have a better life, but then, before she can blink, she's saying "I do" in front of a preacher in a marriage of convenience. All Billie
and Drew have in common is the heat that brought them together, but can their sizzling passion lead to an everlasting love?
The Shining Ones are known throughout the Cosmos as Master Geneticists - they carry the higher octave harmonics of humanity's attunement to a 5D World. Through the New
Human Templates of Love, Harmony, Joy, Unity, Co-Creation, Abundance and Sovereignty, these benevolent, wise and unconditional luminous ones are here to mirror the
remembrance now activating in the human DNA. This book follows the introduction of The New Human Paradigm in 2008 via author DeAnne Hampton's previous work, The New
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Human, Understanding Our Humanity, Embracing Our Divinity. The Shining Ones, Ambassadors of a New Age of Light follows the arc of humanity's evolutionary expansion from
2006 through the 12/21/12 gateway and marks the planetary return of this Advanced Light Race to the human species. This manuscript is light-encoded as an attunement toward
the highest potentials of human consciousness now awakening to a New Earth.
In his new book, Revelation for the Layman, Rev. Harold Cox's readers will find many answers to their questions. Cox not only uses in-depth scripture references to back up his
claims, he connects to his readers on a personal level using a practical, yet very engaging, voice. As a minister, Cox realizes that The Book of Revelations is perhaps the most
mysterious book in the Bible throughout the ages. Coxes wrote Layman with the word 'objectivity' in mind, in thata "he be factual, true, and stay accurate to scripture... 'I have
endeavored to be honest unto all men.'"
The Integrity of the Wise If, through openhearted sincerity, we directly experience a qualitative disposition far advanced of our own mentality, and we delight in it, thereby we
prepare ourselves receptively for its investiture into the human constitution. Thus, we recognize that the approach of the receptive heart is an ideal initiative whereby the soul
raises its own qualitative timbre in expectant correspondence with the supernal nature. The outworn mentality of self-preoccupation and anxiety through essential estrangement,
is found through comparison with the supernal, to be without meaningful consequence. However, we cannot foresee in what way the human psyche will develop except through
the outcome of our steady diligence. Therefore, we determine to appropriately position the heart of our soul in anticipation of the betterment of our own nature, but otherwise we
relinquish concern as to the eventual conclusion. The heart-of-the-soul should remain oriented towards the immanent presence of the supernal nature, as if that spirit were an
unprecedented, cognitive organ positioned in ready accessibility for our essential amelioration. However, the former self-centered, petty egotism must be abandoned because it is
an antagonistic and unsustainable mentality that cannot endure alongside its subsequence. Consequently, there is a compulsory imperative to expediently accommodate the
advanced exemplar into the human psyche because the former outlook is no longer a sufficient ethos upon which to establish a meaningful future. In order to expeditiously
navigate through an otherwise seemingly contradictory and confusing existence, an exemplary ethos must be established as the quintessential foundation of the human soul.
Otherwise, we will hopelessly stumble through a gauntlet of menace against which we are ill prepared to judiciously respond because we perpetuate an obsolete mindset that
does not operate within the emergent, human constitution.
This book is about the author's life from the midtwenties into to his early thirties. He had always realized that there was a special call on his life. He just thought He would
eventually find it. As it turned out, God had to intervene in that process of him finding out his call. Through a series of life-altering events, God showed him his life was not his
own. He had been bought with the sacrifice of His Son, Jesus, on the cross, and the author owed Him his life. As a boy, the author received Christ when he was ten years old,
and he let his light shine to the world. As he got older and older, he began to dim the light inside of him slowly. By the time he went off to college, he was not the same person. He
was addicted to pornography, women, and alcohol. He was chasing something that he knew was wrong but was blinded by youth and immaturity, thinking when it was time to be
serious and to settle down, he could do it. Little did he know that God was calling him out of it, and he had a decision to make. Good thing the only thing God wanted from him
was his complete surrender. While sometimes his heart would say yes, his head would not. Then there were times where his head would say yes, but his heart would not. But
when his head and heart aligned in complete surrender to Him, his life dramatically changed, and it changed permanently.
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